
 

Warning labels should be introduced to
prevent digital addiction, researchers find

October 7 2015

Labels and messages could encourage responsible use of digital devices
and raise awareness of potential side effects

Warning labels and messages should be introduced on digital devices to
encourage responsible usage and prevent digital addiction, according to
Bournemouth University (BU) research.

The researchers believe labels and messages are required to help people
adjust their usage of digital devices and raise awareness of potential side
effects and addictive behaviours.

A study by software experts and psychologists from BU found that more
than 80 per cent of participants believed digital warning labels were a
good idea, and would encourage users to adapt their use of digital
devices and social networking sites.

Dr Raian Ali, a Senior Lecturer in Computing at BU, said: "Research has
shown that excessive and obsessive usage and preoccupation about
technology are associated with undesirable behaviours such as reduced
creativity, depression and disconnection from reality.

"The immersive use of technology and presence in the cyber space can
easily lead a person to become unconscious of the time spent, the side-
effects of being overly online, and the potential risks of taking actions in
a hasty style due to a sort of irresistible impulse.
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"Thus, warning messages and labels are a social responsibility, ethical
and professional practice for technology developers, at least to raise
awareness so that people can make an informed decision on whether and
how to use technology."

Signs of digital addition can include withdrawal symptoms, tolerance to
a continuous increase of usage, relapse when trying to reduce or adjust
the usage style, and mood modification when online.

Labels could be used as powerful precautionary mechanisms to avoid
entering highly-addictive usage - raising awareness of time spent online
and possible alternative activities.

They could also be a mechanism to help recover from digital addiction
or regulate usage - enabling people to set up an online limit and
reminding them whether and how they are adhering to it.

"In contrast to traditional labels found on tobacco and alcohol, digital
labels can be designed to be intelligent and interactive," Dr Ali said.

"While tobacco and alcohol cannot tell their 'users' to stop, software
fortunately can.

"But the development of intelligent software able to understand users
and personalize the labels so that they fit their context, preferences and
values to ensure their effectiveness are all challenges we still have to
address."

The BU research, conducted in partnership with Streetscene Addiction
Recover Ltd, found that people were more likely to take notice of
motivational messages, rather than those focusing on potential negative
impacts of spending too much time on a device.
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Possible solutions could include altering the digital interface – such as
the screen changing from green to red or a buzzing to indicate excessive
usage – or personalised messages and graphics related to a person's
interests and usage.

Dr Ali added: "We would like to see a policy change in the production of
digital media so that it helps people to make informed decisions about
their usage with regard to digital addiction.

"We would also like to see more public awareness of the potential side
effects of the obsessive usage of technology, or at least encourage people
to make a self-assessment exercise around it."
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